HOCKEY SIX WINS

FAST DARTMOUTH HOCKEY SIX WINS FROM ENGINEERS

Manson and Lane Big Factors In Green Triumph
On Hanover Rink

RANDALL M. L. T. SCORER

Once again Dartmouth's wonderful hockey team displayed its ability when it trounced Technological on Hanover Wednesday by a 7 to 1 score. Never for an instant was the result in doubt, although the Engineers fought until the final whistle of the game, assuming a real offense in the last. The Bag Green had a well oiled machine that simply could not be stopped.

Dartmouth started scoring early in the first period when Lane, in combination with Harper, lifted one in from center ice. Less than a minute after this Lane scored again, this time in combination with Hobin. The Engineers had a good chance to score when they shifted the puck to Hector, but it was intercepted by the Dartmouth goalie. The Engineers had to shift for the first 10 minutes of the second period in their own zone of the rink. Lane shifted the puck to Lane in the first minute of the second period and he scored again from an angle.

The new men have been practicing up here now for some time, getting in some extra lab work toward conditioning themselves and also receiving individual instruction on the rules. You men that were on the rowing squad last year who have been resting up your muscles since the close of outdoor practice, are probably pretty much out of condition by this time and will take all of the remaining time between now and the opening of the river to get you back into shape.

We are all going to work hard for a big year in Technological. Bigelow has been busy arranging some good races and he has succeeded. The Advisory Council on Athletics will be watching every move. Technology alumni are keeping tabs on us and the only thing that remains to do is to get up here, practice, train and show them that you are grateful for their support. Last year, while we failed to defeat all of the crews that we met, I think that I can safely say that we made the outside world realize that we possessed a crew of great possibilities. Surely Technology is not standing still nor going backwards in the rowing sport. She is going ahead.
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